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I.!

Overview of Key Discussion Points and Budget:

Based on the strategic planning discussions and processes that CHNA 17 has had to date, the following two emerging ideas are being discussed as
possibilities for future funding: Mental Health and Substance Misuse, with a focus on stigma and racism as they intersect both topics.
Our funding projections for the next four years are as follows:
CHNA 17
Funding

FY 17

FY 18

FY 19

FY 20

MAH DoN

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

McLean DoN

23,361

23,361

23,361

23,361

53,722

53,722

53,722

53,722

127,083

127,083

127,083

127,083

Carry over
(MAH,
Cambridge)
Total

FY16 (ends
6/30)

214,888
(carry over)

Total

508,332

MAH DoN: 200,000/4 = 50,000
McLean Total: 93,445/4 =23,361.25
Carry Over 214,888/4 = 53,722 (includes MAH carry over and Cambridge funding 10k)
Priority areas
Our priority areas are Mental Health and Substance Misuse with a focus on how stigma and racism relate to each of these topic areas.
The following information came from from the Mount Auburn Needs Assessment., a CHNA 17 focal area survey (n=30), and stakeholder
interviews (n=3). Note, the information collected by CHNA 17 is not meant to be used as a needs assessment; rather it should be viewed solely as
additional information that may provide limited additional depth to the Mount Auburn Needs Assessment. The very small sample size warrants
caution when reading the data.
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Mission: Revised (Stacy 6/13/16): To promote healthier people and communities by providing a forum to identify, prioritize,
collaborate, design and track local and regional health promotion strategies and to tell the stories of the lessons learned.
Vision: Healthy lives, whole communities.
Proposed Revised Values (Stacy 6/13/16):
•! Inclusive
•! Transparent
•! Responsive and Nimble
•! Mindful
•! Equity Operationalized
•! Giving Voice
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Feedback from June ’16 Steering Committee on Areas to Intervene:
Energy
•! MH first aid (emotional CPR)
•! Racial Justice – breakdown - language, specific
needs: hiring, board recruitment, finding
therapists, peer support, boys to men)
•! A lot of resources already for youth (what are
parts not being addressed?)
•! Learning Communities
•! Language: MH, SA, explore (convener)

II.!

Opportunities to Intervene
•! Where to do prevention (catch people early)
•! Transition points – college, MS, 9th
•! Wellness champion program
•! Wayside (reach transition to college)
•! Parenting – newborns
•! Capacity Building

What strikes you?
•! Vulnerable youth
•! High MH (needs), opioids, anxiety (earlier)
•! Challenge to narrow focus – what is our niche?
•! What are our tenants?
•! Think globally, act locally

CHNA 17 SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Challenges)
a.! How do we use our strengths to take advantage of our opportunities?
•! We are conduit for hospitals, community health needs assessments.
•! Processes: we know how to get to bottom line (summits, RFPs, run meetings).
•! Cross-town, cross populations, and connect with PH systems.
•! Relationship with hospitals, possible to develop new relationships with other hospitals. Offer coalitions a way to do this for
them
•! Work hard on inclusiveness – put this in our vision?
b.! How can we use our Strengths to overcome our biggest threats?
•! Look at things that don’t cost a lot – low cost, high impact.
•! Going deep on some topic (racial justice, DV). Ongoing serious discussion on some topic.
•! Something that intersects with other topics. Mental health.
•! More plan on outreach. Get larger organization – bring staff.
•! Condition for grants – you send people? Stipend people for participation at meetings.
•! Survey people about best times for meetings.
c.! What do we need to do in order to overcome our Weaknesses, so that we are better able to take advantage of our
Opportunities?
d.! How can we minimize our Weaknesses, so that we are better positioned to overcome our Threats?
•! Identity is shifting.
•! Revisit mission (at retreat?)
•! Representatives from each community do outreach for us (use flyer?)
•! Thursday morning talks Mary referenced.
•! Pay someone to deal with CEUS for us
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•! What are the trends? (SWOTT).
•! Colleen translate gender program?
III.!
Priority Areas
a.! Mental Health
i.! Mount Auburn Assessment:
•! Diagnosed/Undiagnosed, Treated/Untreated Mental Illness
•! Homelessness and Domestic Violence Included in this Category
•! Stigma
•! Increase primary and secondary prevention resources
•! Hoarding
•! Perpetual Caregiving
•! Links between mental health and physical health
•! Links between mental health and social determinants of poverty and homelessness
•! Contributors: Isolation, lack of connectedness and lack of social supports
ii.! .CHNA 17 Focal Area Survey, Stakeholder interviews:
•! Lack of access to culturally appropriate care:
o! Need for service providers of color as well as culturally and linguistically competent providers (Asian,
Portuguese, Creole).
o! Language about mental health is critical. Language used about mental illness is different for different
populations (relates to stigma and hesitancy of certain populations to openly acknowledge mental health);
cultural ideas about mental health; seen as something that should be handled by the family and not spoken
about; depression negative term in some communities of color
o! Waltham and Somerville have higher rates of Latino populations (blue cross blue shield report), Waltham
new immigrant populations
o! In school counseling, transition to college
o! Lack of access to therapists, health care, long wait times.
o! In school counseling, transition to college
o! **Increase in depression/anxiety for Muslim population? Data on this?
•! Stigma: lack of awareness, need for public education, immigration Laws.
•! Anxiety/Depression
•! Complex trauma and dual diagnosis
•! Racism:
o! People of color feel excluded in community, cycle of low self-esteem, susceptible to negative influences in
community.
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•!
•!
•!
•!

o! **Racism results in trauma, increased stress.
o! **Weathering (cumulative impact on body).
Domestic Violence, Poverty
Mental health of service providers Need to support more self care to decrease burnout.
Impact on babies and young children.
Social Isolation (older adults)

e.! Substance Misuse
i.! Mount Auburn Assessment:
•! Prescription Drugs, Illegal Drugs and Alcohol are all issues.
•! Interconnectedness of substance use, domestic violence, mental illness, homelessness
•! Opioid Overdose Crisis
•! Stigma and belief the SA is not an illness are barriers to prevention and treatment
•! Lack of available treatment, detox and follow up
ii.! CHNA 17 Focal Area Survey, Stakeholder interviews:
•! Lack of access:
o! Access to culturally appropriate providers;
o! Cultural and language resources for Asians;
o! Linking people to intervention, treatment and recovery resources
o! Access to health care and education.
o! Distinction between treatment and mutual aid (AA & NA).
o! No detox beds.
o! Medically assisted treatment, integrating marijuana into treatment
o! Harm reduction
o! Latinos go under radar/under-represented
•! Opioid Overdose:
o! Cambridge, Somerville and Waltham with highest number of deaths.
o! White Males, 25-44 yo. (Somerville noted seeing a few more women).
o! Use started 10 years earlier so 15yo.
o! Narcan leading to recklessness among opioid users?
•! Recovery across the lifespan.
o! Recovery coaching;
o! parents in recovery.
o! Watertown, Belmont and Arlington have large populations of older adults.
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•!

•!
•!
•!
•!

•!
•!
•!

o! Prevent relapse on both ends of spectrum: for those early in recovery (1st 3 years), where community supports
play a major role (especially if they are coming back to the same environment where they used before) AND
for people
who’ve been in recovery longer (older adults).
Stigma:
o! Challenge/stigma when parenting with a substance misuse history.
o! Anti immigrant, racist environments at hospitals and clinics.
Marijuana: Low perception of risk (one stakeholder noted especially for 18-24yo). Ballot question in November.
Alcohol and consequences: One stakeholder said providers don’t always know what binge drinking is.
Babies born exposed to prenatal alcohol and drug abuse. More women?
Dual diagnosis
o! mental health and SA disorders
o! trauma as a precursor (anecdotal)
o! childhood trauma and incarceration
Domestic violence and mental health impacting the SA
Lack of integration of care: E.G. Individuals are being seen in multiple places. How do we get a handle on that
(data systems) to better allow us to intervene early for prevention efforts.
Poverty
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IV.!

Potential Initiatives to Support/Replicate/ Document for Dissemination

a.! Criteria for prioritizing focal areas and possible interventions: Included in the strategic planning discussion was a vetting of the criteria
originally used in 2011 for prioritizing efforts. The following represents changes being proposed by the CHNA 17 strategic planning group
to the criteria:
•! People (including service providers, public health officials) see this as a problem
•! Impacts all 6 communities
•! Change in this focal area can be measured, evaluated, and reported on.
•! Builds upon resources in place in the community
•! Affects vulnerable populations, especially related to racial justice.
b.! Potential Initiatives to support
i.!
Systems
•! SOMER Stat (Somerville Data Project) – integrated data projects
•! Integrated data: E.g. Trauma Response Team in Somerville
•! Teen Empowerment – Youth assessment of town departments, look at how to better engage youth. Mental health ambassadors
•! REACH High Risk Team
•! Quarterly Stakeholder Meetings
•! Cambridge Police collaboration with MH providers in community (plus have their own Social Worker)
•! Identify significant histories of trauma in preschooler families – training in MH first aid, coping first aid strategies.
•! Somerville – crisis intervention team training 5 town’s PD, all focused in response to individuals with SA and MH, direct and
connect to social support (wrapping up 3rd year of grant)
•! Model stakeholder meeting – criminal justice, sa, and mh (Everett and Malden). How to keep these things alive and build
partnerships
•! Build regional collaborations
ii.!

Policy
•! Policy Mental Health: Somerville City Departments trained in MH first Aide.

iii.!

Trainings
•! Crisis intervention team training Cambridge NAMI– Malden Medford Everett Belmont PD. Program is train police departments
in 40 training all focused in response to individuals with SA and MH, direct and connect to social support. Wrapping up 3rd year
of grant
•! Wayside has 3 community Youth MH First Aid Training Grant
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iv.!

Capacity Building
•! SCAP – Took Kit (social marketing)
•! W.A.T.E.R Town
•! Language – destigmatizing around this; look at language, what do we call things; how do we create a common foundation of
language around reducing stigma, how do you build supports for recovery; how to standardize it with flexibility? Need to
standardize language across communities; and need to support use of language that is understood to be most effective across
communities (e.g. suicide).
•! Construction Companies in CA that hire/shelter ex-convicts via substance abuse programs (also construction workers = pain =
opioids, Working Hurt)
•! Resources to build upon/place of impact: Place of impact for mental health, substance abuse and underserved populations – areas
to intervene: community engagement teams, English second language services, community learning center, project literacy.
•! ABOT groups
•! Encourage and help community members to choose careers in MH fields, campaign to add funding at all levels of govt to add
service for all populations in these areas. Build number of SA professional in the field, service capacity/funding
•! Community trainings (suicide)
•! Summit (opportunity for large audience to receive information and hear what’s happening), possible topic mental health stigma
(invite NAMI, Tufts, insurers to talk about access to mental health services).
•! Support cross-town efforts, mentoring across towns (crime and safety grantees have done this).

v.!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Programs
Sister to Sister with other groups: Muslim groups, Asians – reach population in effective setting and increases “voice” and self
efficacy in seeking care. Notes: Watch 1, Do 1, Teach 1
Welcome Project (youth leadership work, mental health work with immigrant populations).
Peer to peer models, Right Turn in Watertown, Pro Ambulance funding recovery coaches (Recovery peer – ask Stephanie).
Safe recovery space – Gloucester pilot project. (opioids)
Mobile Mental Health Services
Wayside Youth
Urban Autism
Jewish Family and Children’s
Volunteer Mental Help Programs
Cambridge and Somerville Mental Health and Aging Coalition
CLSSCS (does legal and MH services to DV victims).
Somerville Overcoming Addiction
Substance Abuse Services for Seniors
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•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Community Outreach Harm Reduction (COHR)
Stamp Out Stigma
Prevention STAT
Church hanging banner about stigma and addiction in conjunction with Arlington Police Dept.
Bring awareness to inner city low income families
Provide actual mental health support to those in need.
See PG 34-37 (ideas from Youth Summit)
Boys to men – self esteem (15-18 and 18-30, meet regularly, thinking about what curriculum looks like. Support around things
like racism and stigma, how they can not be in the pipeline

Opoids (information from Opioid panel 5/16):
•! Clearinghouse to decrease duplication of efforts - give $ but contribute to fragmentation of services
•! Mindstorm – simulates someone with MH health issue so police can understand.
•! Realtors (Open Houses)
•! Think Tank/round table – Patty Contente, Joan Whitney
•! Medicaid – Scope of Pain (prescribing practices)
•! School RN SBRT Program
•! Dental Center SBRT
•! Continuum of Prevention (primary, secondary) Recovery needs to be added.
•! SAFE SPACE for people when they come back to community. Gloucester Pilot (6-8mo) starting Sept. Peer led. Art therapy, job
counseling, work on recovery plans.
•! Recovery Coach Training - 1:1 support
•! Hoarding
Additional resources:
•! Rebecca Wolfe – Arlington Jail Diversion
•! Wicked Sober (Arlington Person)
•! Cambridge Learn to Cope
c.! From General Membership on questions: Who helps us decide this (local resources)? Where can we make the biggest impact? How can
we focus our efforts to be impactful? What programs are doing racial justice work?
i.!
Who helps us decide this?
•! Patty Contente (Somerville Police Dept.) (Stakeholder Interview)
•! Somerville Overcoming Addiction (volunteer org)
•! World in Watertown
•! Police Departments (Patty Contente - Stakeholder Interview)
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•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
ii.!
iii.!
iv.!

School Departments
ABBOT (Cambridge – American Born Black Outreach Team)
Prevention Coalition (all cities)
OPEN (Opioid Prevention & Education Network)
Cambridge Community Health Improvement Plan
YMCA
Wayside Youth and Family Services (Stakeholder Interview)
Boys & Girls Club

IMPACT - Where can we make the biggest impact?
•! Supporting organizations with training, tools and $ to take next steps.
IMPACT - How can we focus our efforts to be impactful?
•! Incentivize sharing of best practices with $ (someone seconded this)
What programs are doing racial justice work?
•! ABBOT (Cambridge – American Born Black Outreach Team)
•! World in Watertown
•! Watertown Youth Coalition
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V.!

Structuring Dissemination of Funding
a.! Types of Grants:
•! Planning and implementation grants to collaborate with other organizations and then disseminate
learnings (through trainings/teaching).
•! Capacity building grants
•! Non-competitive micro-grants ($!000)
•! Unrestricted funding
•! Funding for staffing?
b.! Learning Communities
•! Fund people to hold learning communities
c.! Educational Opportunities
•! Fund people to provide trainings
•! Provide Trainings (CEUs)– place for trainings that are “authentic” and that people can bring back to their
organizations.
•! Roundtables
•! Panels/ Community Forums
d.! Dissemination
•! Help/fund people to tell their stories (give them options – video, report, training)

Guiding Questions:
1.! Where is the energy?
2.! What will be most sustainable?
3.! Which levels of community to intervene.
4.! Identify those that are high impact and is low risk (in terms of messing up)
Note: Entities Common to All Towns:
o! Psychiatric Emergency Services Team (each town has one)
o! Boards of Health
o! COA
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VI.!

Secondary Data
Race Data
American Fact Finder – US Census Bureau, 2014 Estimates
Arlington
Number

Percent

Belmont
Number

Percent

!Cambridge!
Number!

!
Percent !

Somerville
Number

Percent

Watertown
Number

2010
Percent

Waltham
Number

Percent

43,728!

43,728!

25,173!

25,173!

106,844!

106,844!

77,560!

77,560!

!

!

61,908!

61,908!

One!race!
Two!or!
more!races!

42,531!

97.3%!

24,621!

97.8%!

102,189!

95.6%!

75,012!

96.7%!

!

!

60,128!

97.1%!

1,197!

2.7%!

552!

2.2%!

4,655!

4.4%!

2,548!

3.3%!

!

!

1,780!

2.9%!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!

!

!!

!!

One!race!
White!

42,531!
37,258!

97.3%!
85.2%!

24,621!
20,734!

97.8%!
82.4%!

102,189!
71,998!

95.6%!
67.4%!

75,012!
59,087!

96.7%!
76.2%!

!
!

!
!

60,128!
46,501!

97.1%!
75.1%!

Black!or!
African!
American!

929!

2.1%!

593!

2.4%!

11,873!

11.1%!

5,796!

7.5%!

!

!

3,795!

6.1%!

129!

0.3%!

27!

0.1%!

200!

0.2%!

222!

0.3%!

!

!

54!

0.1%!

3,931!

9.0%!

3,054!

12.1%!

15,917!

14.9%!

7,389!

9.5%!

!

!

7,060!

11.4%!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

43,728!

43,728!

25,173!

25,173!

106,844!

106,844!

77,560!

77,560!

61,908!

61,908!

1,681!

3.8%!

1,298!

5.2%!

7,912!

7.4%!

7,337!

9.5%!

8,708!

14.1%!

Race
Total!
population!

American!
Indian!and!
Alaska!
Native!
Asian!
HISPANIC!
OR!
LATINO!
AND!RACE!
Total!
population!
Hispanic!or!
Latino!(of!
any!race)!
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Data Brief: Opioid-related overdose deaths among Massachusetts Residents May 2016
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Confirmed Unintentional Opioid Overdose Deaths
Year of Death
Town
2012
2013
Arlington
4
3
Belmont
0
0
Cambridge
5
5
Somerville
4
8
Waltham
3
8
Watertown
1
7

2014
5
3
8
14
9
3

2015
7
4
10
19
8
7

Opioid-Data Brief: Confirmed Unintentional/Undetermined Opioid Related Overdose Deaths Among Massachusetts Residents – Demographic
Data Highlights
Unintentional/Undetermined Opioid deaths by gender (2015): 76% male (1,048), 24% (331), total 1379.
Unintentional Opioid Deaths by Age 10%<25, 57% 25-44, 32% 45-64.
Opioid Deaths by Race, 85% white/non-hispanic, 4% black, 9% Hispanic, 2% other
VII.!

MAH Assessment Mental Health
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•!
•!

Watertown has a higher percentage of elders with Alzheimer’s disease or related dementias (15.3%) than the state (14.4%).
Cambridge (32.4%), Somerville (31.5%) and Watertown (31.6%) all have higher percentages of people who reported ever being
diagnosed with depression compared to state (28.6%). Cambridge (77.4%) and Somerville (77.4%) both have lower rates of receiving
adequate emotional support than the state (80.7%).

A review of the most recent Youth Risk Behavior Surveys shows that the state average of students who reported attempting suicide was
6% while the MAH communities’ average was 8%. Waltham was an outlier at 15 %.
•! Need updated DV data
•!
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•!

Additionally, all MAH communities have higher percentages of people who report excessive drinking (Arlington 10.4%, Belmont 10.2%,
Cambridge 14.1%, Waltham 10.2%, Watertown 10.2%) than the state (9.2%).

Additional Data on Mental Health and Substance Misuse:
BCBS report, Tackling Racial and Ethnic Health Disparities in Mental and Behavioral Health Services in MA (link). See strategies.
National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence Inc.
Massachusetts Action Plan for Opioid Epidemic3/7/163/7/16Monday, March 7, 2016
VIII.!

Selected*Data*from*CHNA*17*Grants*
a)!
b)!
c)!
d)!
e)!
f)!

Mental Health
Youth
Crime and Safety
Capacity Building
Food and Activity
Mini-Grants
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1. Mental Health
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N=5
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Mental Health Activities/Goals
Belmont Health Department
Stress Less Campaign
Bring awareness of the impact of stress on adults and families in the
greater Belmont community. Preventative health education programs
including a series of talks, classes and workshops offered throughout the
year, will educate adults and parents about the current research on stress
and stress management techniques. Experiential workshops will give
participants the opportunity to develop a self-care tool kit to build
resiliency and manage daily stress. The Stress Less Campaign will
support adults and parents 18 years and older in the Belmont community
to learn healthy coping strategies and to maintain positive behavior
change.
The Welcome Project
Immigrant Health Project
Curriculum Development: Create a four part program centered around
1) topic based mental health training for immigrant adults 2) community
research performed by participants 3) participant reporting on research
finding and 4) multilingual community outreach.
Community Engagement: The Welcome Project formed an advisory
committee to provide input and better leverage our existing partnerships
during this grant. The committee includes representatives from
Cambridge Health Alliance, Tufts, Boston University School of Social
Work, SomerViva, among others.
Outreach: We recruited 12 adult immigrant participants for the
Volunteer Mental Health Program with speakers of the three key
language groups in the Somerville area, Spanish, Haitian Creole and
Portuguese, as well as Arabic speakers.
Samaritans
Suicide prevention through community outreach and education
Provide 16 workshops and community events; identify key constituent
audiences such as first responders, elders, mental health clinic
participants, etc. and develop customized curricula as needed. Our
outcome target is that 90% of workshop participants will report a greater
understanding of suicide, increased ability to recognize warning signs
of suicide, and enhanced confidence in their ability and willingness to
intervene with a suicidal person.

City of Somerville Health and Human Services
Municipal Policy to improve/inform service provision to individuals
impacted by mental health.
Health and Human Service Department and Police Dept. and Personnel
Department to expand the current customer service policy to include awareness
and informed response to individuals impacted by mental illness. Policy will
include a standard 90-minute training in mental health awareness and deescalation techniques for all front line staff, and include policy updates regarding
when to call 911 to include a request for CIT-trained officers. Employees will be
encouraged to take city’s 8-hour certificate course in Mental Health First Aid and
promote utilization of an on-line screening tool.
Community Conversations
Sister to Sister Women’s Health Initiative
Community Conversations (CC) builds upon the profound conversations that
occur daily at hair salons in the black community. CC brings together key
community & provider stakeholders for facilitated conversations on common,
neutral ground: a popular Cambridge hair salon. Funding from CHNA17 will
support ten CC events, including preparation, planning, and execution, and other
outreach activities, reaching an expected 300 participants. CC faculty will
facilitate conversations to increase participants’ knowledge of mental health
issues, and promote the critical skills and insights to recognize mental health
needs, identify available resources, navigate the healthcare system, and seek
appropriate care for themselves and their families. The CC model of engagement
is uniquely suited to promote open dialogue on mental health issues, helping to
reduce the personal, cultural, and systemic barriers to seeking mental health care.
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2. Youth

Youth*Grants*B Types*of*Activities*n=9*

5%5%

Prevention

37%

Direct.Service
Education

42%

Policy.Change

11%

Other_Youth.development
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Youth*Grants*B Health*Priority*n=9*
Mental.Health

5%5%
16%

26%

Dating.Violence
Bullying

16%
11%

21%

Access.to.services.for.youth
Substance.Abuse
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Youth*Grants:*%*time*on*policy*initiatives
Arlington.Youth.Health.and.
Safety.Coalition
Cambridge.Public.Health.
Department

0%
25%

East.End.House

25%

The.Welcome.Project.

0%

50%

Margaret.Fuller.Neigborhood.
House
REACH.Beyond.Domestic.
Violence.
Somerville.Cares.about.
Prevention.
Somerville.Public.Schools.
Center.for.Teen.Empowerment.
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Towns*Served*by*Youth*Grants
0%
0%
11% 11%

Arlington
Belmont
Cambridge

45%

33%

Somerville
Waltham
Watertown
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Youth*Grants:*%*of*funding*on*policy*
initiatives*
Arlington.Youth.Health.and.
Safety.Coalition
Cambridge.Public.Health.
Department
East.End.House

0%
25%

25%

The.Welcome.Project.

0%

Margaret.Fuller.Neigborhood.
House
REACH.Beyond.Domestic.
Violence.

50%

Somerville.Cares.about.
Prevention.
Somerville.Public.Schools.
Center.for.Teen.Empowerment.
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Data from Youth Health Summit
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3. Crime and Safety

Crime*and*Safety*Grants*Health*Priority*
n=3

33%

Intimate.Partner.Violence

67%

Substance.Abuse.and.Theft.

Crime*and*Safety*Activities*n=3
Community.Education

22%

34%

11%

Municipal/Organizational.Policy.
Change
Strengthening.crime.and.safety.
info.systems

33%

Documentation.of.promising.
practices.
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Crime*and*Safety*Grantees*Project*Activities
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Mentoring/being. Identifying,.sharing.
Implementing.
mentored.by.
and.documenting.
“creative.
another.city/town.
practices.among.
initiatives”.like.
to.adapt.or.
communities
those.described.in.
replicate.a.
the.CHNA.17.Crime.
successful.program.
and.Safety.Report,.
pages.50[56,.found.
on.the.CHNA.17.
website...

Developing.
Stronger.Crime.
Information.
Dissemination.
Systems

No
Yes
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Crime*and*Safety*Grants:**%*time*on*
policy*initiatives

6%

Arlington.Youth.Counseling.
Center.

31%

REACH.Beyond.Domestic.
Violence.

63%

Wayside.Youth.and.Family.
Support.Network.

Crime*and*Safety*Grants:*%*of*
funding*on*policy*initiatives

51%

49%

REACH.Beyond.Domestic.
Violence.
Wayside.Youth.and.Family.
Support.Network.

Note:.Arlington.<5%
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Towns*Served*by*Crime*and*Safety*
Grants
Arlington

20%

20%

Belmont
Cambridge

20%
40%

0%

Somerville
Waltham
Watertown
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Crime and Safety Grant Description

Arlington Youth Counseling Center Town(s): Arlington and Belmont

REACH Beyond Domestic Violence: Town(s): Waltham

Wayside Youth & Family Support Network Town(s): Watertown and
Waltham

Expanded upon existing domestic violence victim advocates program by developing
a new Arlington Police Department policy on domestic violence as well as
developing a comprehensive domestic violence training program. Additionally,
created a similar structure in Belmont through identifying and accommodating
training needs at the Belmont Police Department.
Planned and implemented a coordinated community response to domestic violence,
which included the High Risk Team (HRT) based out of the Waltham District Court.
This model was successful due to strong commitment for HRT’s growth and
consistent communication across various disciplines to identify ways to improve
safety.
Convened a town-wide task force called Watertown Access to Treatment, Education
and Resources (W.A.T.E.R town) charged with addressing substance use disorders in
Watertown. This led to implementing a drug take-back box and the availability of
sharp container in the lobby of the police department.
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4. Capacity Building Grants

Capacity*Buildling*Grants*n=9

17%

Arlington

11%
11%

11%

Belmont
Cambridge
Somerville

22%

28%

Waltham
Watertown
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Capacity Building Grants Summary/Goals
REACH

Build a group of leaders who are able to clearly articulate Waltham Community Organizing goals and strategy so as to recruit
other members and share the group’s vision with the wider community. Through relational meetings, the Organizer will
better be able to understand and address the needs, goals and strengths of individual community members so they can
appropriately be integrated into a variety of opportunities.
Foster more community-driven projects which give community members the ownership of the organizing efforts and foster
leadership development.

Transition House

Transition House needed to update to a more robust donor management system that is more fully compatible with our
organization’s fundraising and operational goals. We researched and purchased a new system last winter. Following the initial
training and data transfer the new system has already enhanced productivity and response time. We are now much better able
to expand and track our donor outreach, solicitation and response far more efficiently, which is critical for the organization.

Somerville Cares About
Prevention

hired a consultant to develop and market project toolkits for our main prevention initiatives to give stakeholders in
Somerville and the CHNA17 area communities the project details, tools, and best practices they need to implement these
initiatives independently; thus increasing our coalition’s capacity to address substance abuse issues with increased community
mobilization via these tool kits.

Boston Area Gleaners

Able to purchase two computers instead of one. New phone system allows them to be more efficient and will save money
over time.

Haitian Coalition

In May of 2015, the founder and executive director of the Haitian Coalition of Somerville stepped down from his position.
While the Haitian Coalition had been a highly respected voice for the community since 1992, the organization was in a
precarious financial state, with an outdated fundraising and communications strategy and a new board of directors that was
inexperienced in board operations. The goal of the Board Development Training funded by CHNA 17 was to provide the
Coalition’s board of directors with the skills to successfully move the organization towards financial sustainability and
increased effectiveness in promoting health and well being among Haitians. The three month project ran from January to
March, 2015 and included one ½ day board retreat, three, 3 hour trainings on board operations, fundraising and
communications plan development.
CEOC has revised its management team job descriptions and restructured its organization chart to reflect the
implementation of CEOC’s four frameworks and has identified staff team leaders, in addition to management team leadership
to lead staff teams. CEOC has revised job descriptions for all staff to better reflect bundled services approach. CEOC is
finalizing a six-month work plan for the major service/program/public policy areas.

Cambridge Economic
Opportunity Council

Healthy Waltham

During this capacity building grant, we were able to secure the services of Tania Burger, who is the Development Director of
WATCH CDC. Tania advised, wrote and co-wrote grants for us starting in late December 2014 through end of September
2015.
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Community Conversations

The results of this project support improved, expanded CC programs by addressing barriers to CC participation, improving
outreach and programs, providing targeted support to individuals who can benefit from CC and promoting stronger
community partnerships and collaborations. Results contribute significantly to CC strategic planning, helping us optimize
existing resources, identifying new resources, understanding and addressing challenges, and aligning future goals with CC’s
strengths.

Massachusetts Alliance for
Portugese Speakers

On July 1, 2015, the new MAPS Client Database was implemented and has subsequently increased our capacity to service
our clients. It has helped MAPS deliver health and social services more effectively and efficiently to assist Cambridge and
Somerville residents, and all our clients. It is allowing the agency to measure outcomes better and staff to concentrate on
clients rather than administrative tasks and duplicating efforts

5. Food and Activity
DPH Capacity Building (non-competitive)
Arlington Department of Health and Human Services

Belmont Health Department
Cambridge Health Department

Healthy Waltham

Somerville Health Department

Watertown Health Department

Funding through this application is sought to allow the Department of Health and Human Services
to hire a consultant to develop a strategic plan for the Arlington Food Pantry.
Seed money to purchase flu vaccine for residents who might not get vaccinated otherwise. Would
seek reimbursement from health insurance companies through Commonwealth Cares (at rate
higher than cost of vaccine). Funds from this would be used to purchase next year’s vaccine.
Our Massachusetts Opioid Abuse Prevention Collaborative Cluster includes CHNA 17 towns
Cambridge, Somerville, and Watertown; as well as Everett. This project will provide planning
and capacity building support through CPHD’s Epidemiology & Data Services Division to
develop an opioid overdose surveillance and reporting system to be piloted in Cambridge for
use by the Cluster in a later phase.
The CHNA 17 grant will provide funding support for these critical efforts (for creating a financial
sustainability plan for Healthy Waltham) to help us get ourselves on a more solid base for
continuing important work serving the health needs of the Waltham community.
The Somerville Health & Human Services Department Director and 15 division heads and
department leads will work with an external consultant to complete an intra- departmental
strategic planning process.
1.! Staff training in mental health first aid.
2.! Address needs for services and activities related to obesity and active living.
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Food*and*Activity:*Include*interB
community*collaborations*
(collaborations*with*other*cities*or*
towns)?
Cambridge.Community.Center.
(Cambridge.DPH)

0%

Shape.up.Somerville

33%

34%
Belmont.Food.Collaborative

0%

Healthy.Waltham.

33%
Watertown.Community.
Gardens.

Food*and*Activity:*Community*Served
Arlington
20%

20%

20%

20%
20%

Belmont
Cambridge
Somerville
Watertown
Waltham
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Food and Activity Summary/Goals
Cambridge Public Health Department:
Cambridge Food and Fitness Policy Council
Town(s): Cambridge Contact: Dawn Olcott

Shape up Somerville: Shape up Somerville
steering committee Town(s): Somerville Contact:
Erica Stain-Hernandez

Belmont Food Collaborative: Be well Belmont
Town(s): Belmont Contact: Suzanne Johannet

Healthy Waltham: Waltham Healthy Food
Access Coalition Town(s): Waltham Contact:
Reva Haselkorn

Watertown Community Gardens: Live Well
Watertown Town(s): Watertown Terese
Hammerle

Successfully launched the (Food and Fitness Policy Council) FFPC through key projects and strategic
planning. In 2012, the FFPC developed the “FFPC Roadmap”, which is a citywide vision for community
health. Progress has been made in each of the four Roadmap strategic areas of: Communication,
Community Engagement, Policy Development, and Infrastructure Development.

Offered a second round of Emerging Leaders training. Participants reported increased knowledge about
local government and community, confidence in themselves, determination to make change, and
dedication to their community.

Successfully launched a Food and Activity Policy Council in Belmont where a needs assessment was
conducted. The organization so co-sponsored a film and panel discussion about healthy eating, hosted a
Round Table discussion about food and activity with leaders from many branches of Belmont’s school,
civic and volunteer stakeholders, and held an open Community Dialogue about food and activity
Assessed access, and perceived access, to healthy food for Waltham residents of all ages and ethnicities.
This was accomplished through a multi-tiered approach including holding a public forum on Healthy
Food Access (with more than 50 participants), entitled “Food for All;” creating and facilitating the
Waltham Healthy Food Access and presented at, the PTO Well- ness Committee for Waltham elementary
schools.
Researched and assessed most critical needs related to resident wellness as well as identify resources
already in place that the FAPC could expand upon. Through outreach efforts and community wide-forum
event, key relationships was developed with stakeholders throughout the community and established
several potential partnerships.
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6.! Mini-Grants

MiniBGrant*2011B2015*n=43

food
chronic.disease.mgmt
4%

6%

4%

elders

22%

access.to.services

6%

youth

5%
11%
13%
9%
18%

2%

homelessness
substance.abuse
domestic.violence
health.disparities
mental.health
obesity/active.living

IX.!
Appendices
a)! SWOT Analysis
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b)! Focal Area Survey
c)! Stakeholder Interviews
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SWOT Analysis
Steering Committee

General Membership
Strengths
History – successful
Bring together so many different org. and residents into 1 network
Impact of grants
SC – consistent group, op. prin, org. structure
Hospital funding really goes to community
Capacity building (health dept. grant review process based on CHNA)
Flexibility to address your comm. Needs the way that works for you – one size doesn’t fit all
Membership led
More sharing and more diversified

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Sharing among communities/populations
and collaboration
History of work we’ve done & impact ($
allocated)
Longevity
Experience and expertise w/in CHNA
Thoughtful processes and systems (SC)
Paid coordinator
Committed members of SC (core)
Have gotten deeper into 6 communities
Highly functioning coalition

•!
•!
•!
•!

Strengths Major Themes:
Sharing (regionally, diversity in organizations) – Note: unique connect PH dept, hosp. to region.
History, longevity
Highly functioning, thoughtful processes and systems
Have impact, yet are flexible to community needs

•!
•!

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Weaknesses

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Lack of diversity (SC)
Lack of consistent regular attendance (lack
of enthusiasm?)
Lack of funding
Place of transition
Lack of articulated current identity
Disengaged membership
Lack of representation from communities

•!
•!

Weaknesses Major Themes:
Lack of Engagement: lack of diversity (SC and GM), lack of representation from communities, and inconsistent attendance (for SC)
Lack of articulated identify

•!
•!

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Unpredictable funding
Moving target in what we’re trying to do
Decreased resources, staffing affects the whole
CHNAs created by DPH and connection is no longer there
Limited by who’s participating (not diverse SC)

Opportunities
•!
•!

Lack of identity (new identity)
To engage membership

•!
•!

Diversify/changing SC
Build connections with McLeans
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•!

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

•!
•!
•!
•!

•!
•!
•!
•!

•!
•!

Meeting at new places? Non-traditional
places (learn about the organization – new
organization is sharing)
ID relationships with MAH going forward,
McCLeans
Engage new members
DPH – Def. of highly functioning Coalition
Other funding sources
To reassess our priorities and evaluate
alignment with others

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

ID other potential funders
Who do we want to be?
Connect remotely with other CHNAs
ED residents and others about CHNA and its work
WE have opp. To get community input
Hospital funding that is more consistent?
Volunteer energy
Overlap with other coalitions with similar mission that don’t have enough capacity
Cambridge Health Alliance – CHA has data
Live here (food, etc.) but community goes to Boston Hosp. Residents advocate to
representatives?
Opportunities Major Themes:
Engagement: Diversifying/changing SC, membership, meet new places, volunteer energy, opportunity to get community input
New identity
New Relationships: McLean, Partners – other relationships? Data from CHA? Other CHNAs
Align priorities with others (coalitions similar mission, lack of capacity, DPH with highly functioning coalitions

Lack of $
Meeting spaces
DPH Definition of highly functioning
coalition
Get lost in Shuffle of topic specific
coalitions

•!
•!

Threats
reduction funding – finite, what if no more $? No staff?
Other coalitions – compete?

Threats Major Themes:
Lack/reduction of funding
Identify: not clearly differentiating ourselves from coalitions working on similar efforts
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b.! Focal Area Survey and Stakeholder Interview Summary
Focal area
survey

Mental health
Access
Awareness of illness
Where to get help
Asian providers
Lack of culturally/linguistically competent care (Portuguese, Creole)
Recognition of MH challenges as valid in Asian populations
Language barriers
Providers are all white
Long wait times for counselors
Stigma
Depression anxiety
Lack of continuity of care
Racism
In-school counseling and transition to college
Dual and complex diagnosis
Complex trauma
Domestic violence

Stakeholder
interviews

Subpopulations
Asian
Portugese
Hatian
School age
population

Geographic area
Mount Auburn Assessment
Cambridge (32.4%),
Somerville (31.5%) and
Watertown (31.6%) all have
higher percentages of people
who reported ever being
diagnosed with depression
compared to state (28.6%).
Cambridge (77.4%) and
Somerville (77.4%) both
have lower rates of receiving
adequate emotional support
than the state (80.7%).

Waltham and Somerville
have larger Latino
populations.

Anecdotal connection between trauma as precursor that’s connected to outcomes
People of color feeling excluded from communities as precursor for low self esteem,
become susceptible for other negative things in communities
Need for destigmatizing – look at language, what do we call things. Open to address
challenges – using words like depression. Depression used as a negative term in
communities of color. Need to be mindful of when we use it – be careful about
context.
Clinicians need to be culturally appropriate in language they use with
Working group around changing language – what does it mean to be culturally
appropriate.
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Not wanting to be seen as crazy, labeled as something is wrong with them. 8 yo child
says I’m not crazy. Based on cultures African American Caribbean west Indian
Haitian Latino communities. Fear of families wanting to tell their information to
people - Muslim from Morocco – can’t talk about it because it’s a family thing.
Other
assessments

Mount Auburn Assessment
Mental Health
Diagnosed/Undiagnosed, Treated/Untreated Mental Illness
Homelessness and Domestic Violence Included in this Category
Stigma, Increase primary and secondary prevention resources
Hoarding, Perpetual Caregiving
Links between mental health and physical health
Links between mental health and social determinants of poverty and homelessness
Contributors: Isolation, lack of connectedness and lack of social supports

Grantees
(MH, youth)

Focal Area Survey

Substance Misuse
Opioids
opioid use and od
Heroin addiction is not just a white problem
Medication assisted tx (suboxone, etc.) and integrating medical marijuana into
tx of SUD’s
No detox beds
Harm reduction
Babies born exposed to prenatal alcohol and drug abuse

Subpopulations
Opioids: White,
Males
(POC sentiments
about now that
it’s a white
problem)
Asian

Geographic area
Opioid Deaths: Cambridge
Somerville
Waltham

Lack of access
Cultural and language resources for Asians
Linking people to intervention, treatment and recovery resources
Access to health care and education
Access to culturally appropriate providers
Stigma
Challenge/stigma when parenting with a substance misuse history
Other Issues:
Alcohol and consequences
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Serving those with dual diagnosis – mental health and SA disorders
Domestic violence and mental health impacting the SA
Stakeholder
interviews

Somerville – seeing connection between prior childhood trauma and
incarceration
In Somerville, seeing shift in stigma, i.e. more people are reaching out to them.
(less true for towns like Belmont?)
Opioid crisis – communities of color (we were going through this years ago,
and now it’s a problem because it’s affecting white people). When are we
calling something a crisis?
CHA – SA, MH
Bringing it upon themselves or happening to them; People of Color – brining it
upon themselves; White people – it’s happening to them.
Marijuana is okay culture – big influence marijuana has on 18-24 yo,
completely okay if you smoke every day.
Service providers don’t know what binge drinking is
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c.! Stakeholder Interviews
Name: Patty Contente
Position: Director of Community Outreach and Harm Reduction – PD
Community: Somerville (April 1)
Albert Pless Position: Mens Health League – Mens Health, Fit for Life Cambridge
May 12
Natasha Pierre Wayside Position:
Watertown May 17
Emerging needs mental health
Emerging needs
Emerging needs
(stigma & racism)
mental health
mental health
Patty
(stigma & racism)
(stigma & racism)
(Somerville)
Albert
Natasha
(Cambridge)
(Watertown)
Position is analyzing all call for
Its not an area that
Works a lot with
service to pd, what % related to
he works directly in.
children and families
MH SA and DV
working with
– 18-24 yo youth
Anecdotal - Trauma as precursor –
communities of
still dynamic, not
that’s connected to outcomes. Link color – a lot of these
wanting to be seen
between SA and DV. W/in year
things (challenges
as crazy, labeled as
will have a sense of what the data is disparities) draw
something is wrong
showing. Implementing database.
from root causes like with them.
Prior history, use – Billerica jail.
racism. People (of
8 yo child says I’m
Seeing connections prior history of
color) feel excluded
not crazy. Based on
child trauma, and incarceration.
from opportunities.
cultures African
Somerville district court – short
Men of color – I
American Carabean
term sentences sent to Billerica.
don’t feel like I fit in west Indian Haitian
Federal state – lots funding to look
involved, included –
communities –
at intersections and criminal and
becomes cycle of
Latino. Fear of
mental health.
low self esteem,
families wanting to
Somerville YRBS data – increase
being suceptable to
teel their
in anxiety in young children MS,
negative things in
information to
slight increase in self injury. Lots
communities, that
people - Muslim
of work being done with early
give them an
from morocco –
childhood population. ID
immediate high in
can’t talk about it
significant histories of trauma in
feeling good about
because it’s a family
prescoooler family, head start
themselves. Racism
thing. Seen as a
program – trainings MH first aid,
institution – part of
family. –
coping first aid strategies.
community
stigma and racism
Need to better understand SA
engagement team –
piece.
recovery, parents are in recovery.
group American
Inter-racial thing,
Across the lifespan.
black born team –
you’re lighter than
OD not getting better, pop shifting
stem from report
me so I’m better
a bit. Mostly 30+- 45+ YA, CHA
highlighted
than you within a
data – male 20-29,
challenges around
family
Integrated data – like to see this.
race, feeling like

Emerging needs
substance misuse
(stigma & racism)
Patty
(Somerville)
Does see stigma
issue around SA,
started Dec 1, seeing
that more people are
reaching out to
them. Getting folks
referred from psych
assessment team –
refer to patty.
Family members are
coming in to talk
about concerns. Says
something about
how stigma is
shifting… narcan.
See a shift starting.
Australia – what
impacts healthy
seeking behavior
Stigma in neg of
people who died by
suicide, don’t want
to glorify, but
community
understanding that
death was an illness
process.
Emotional CPR,
Mental health first
aid – supplement
first aid.
Somerville policy
allows staff to go on

Emerging needs
substance misuse
(stigma & racism)
Albert
(Cambridge
Criminalization of it.
Opioid crisis –
communities of
color (we were
going through this
years ago, and now
it’s a problem
because it’s
affecting white
people) when are we
calling something a
crisis?
Acknowledge that
Everyone feels like
they have been heard
and seen.
Comm. Have been
incredibly impacted
by drugs and
alcohol. When we
think collectively,
how are looking at
this impact and
what’s causing the
impact (root causes).
Look at programs
that are focusing on
prevention and
doing intervention.
Is there – funding
challenge, lack of
funding that is not

Emerging needs substance misuse (stigma & racism)
Natasha
(Watertown)
Marijuana is okay culture – big influence marijuana has on
18-24 yo, completely okay if you smoke every day. This is
much better than alcohol (they say this).
Doesn’t deal with clients on opioids. Not understanding
what binge drinking is. People who work with youth don’t
know what binge drinking.
Language we use?!!
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Trauma response network in
Somerville, monitor 911 data, polic
and fire call data. Since 2008 –
2011, blip older deaths in 30s,
MOPSY grants in 2013, able to get
access to CHA data – over 500
opioid related visit to MALE 20-29
CHA Hospital shares data once in a
while.
Impacts prevention efforts!
School wasn’t showing it. Because
it was transition period
Work on stigma and racism is
ongoing and great.
But also to better understand the
individuals impacted are being seen
in multiple places. How can we
better look at early intervention
around these issues.
How are you going to impact a
decrease – it does come back to
how do we have these earlier
conversations around needs.
Somerstat Is mayors analytics
project – doing initial work around
systems analysis – complex, hoping
to access funding to take it to next
step- look at legal issues.
Would not be through the city –
don’t have the capacity to do it.
Needs to have a neutral agency that
its all sent through. Somerstat will
work with department to collect
data. Hire data mgmt. agency that
holds all data.
Age of OD varies by community –
2014-15 20-29 yo, for Somerville.
Anecdotal – seeing in 911 call,
seeing a couple more females this
is.
In past year in Somerville -97 (fata
and non-fatal)

members didn’t feel
included.
Destigmatizing
around this stuff –
look at language,
what do we call
things. Open to
address challenges –
using words like
depression.
Depression used as a
negative term in
communities of
color. Need to be
mindful of when we
use it – be careful
about context.
Seeing a clinician –
says are you
depressed. Don’t
want to people
Clinicians – need to
be culturally
appropriate in
language they use
with
Working group
around changing
language – what
does it mean to be
culturally
appropriate.
Roundtable
Systems and policy
stuff needs to be a
part of this work
Look at root cause

work time – 2 hours
– great turn out.
Funded through
Emotional cpr – be
with someone – need
this to sustain
recovery
Data systems Populations at risk

restricted. Need
unrestricted funding.
90s work –
a lot of hs work was
in those comm in
Boston – a lot of the
participants we
impacted by it.
Put it as a priority
What are people
saying about why it
is a priority.
CHA – SA, MH
Brining it upon
themselves or
happening to them
Color – brining it
upon themselves
White people – it’s
happening to them.
People are doing
work around this
stuff.
We don’t have to do
the work, bring
people roundtable
Stigma – still around
use of certain types
of drugs.
What are we fighting
against -
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Innovative strategies (systemic,
sustainable change)
Patty
Resources mentors, provide
training
Policy Somerville mental health
Crisis intervention team training
Cambridge nami – Malden
Medford Everett Belmont PD
Program is train pd in 40 training
all focused in response to indv.
With sa and mh, direct and
connect to social support
Wrapping up 3rd year of grant
Training is great –but then how do
you to to implementation state
MH 1 is great
Model Stakeholder meeting –
criminal justice, sa and mh is the
enrich – Everett in Malden, taking
these and how do you keep it alive
and build the partnerships = how
do we build better partnerships,
Every town has a psychiatric
emergency services team –
contract with DMH,
Somerville Cambridge is covered
by BEST team (Boston medical is
the provider) primarily reimbursed
by mass health, there’s
Patty moved to pd, are there mh
and sa needs being missed.
Teen empowerment – city
contracted to do an additional
program, TE work with city dept.,
look at how city can better engage
youth. One need was around mh
Mental health ambassor library, pd
– youth facilitators, recruit HS age
youth, to take on and partner with
agencies – to develop and youth in
programming.
Patty – youth took a 5 week
training with them, and they do it

Innovative strategies
(systemic, sustainable change)
Albert

Innovative strategies
(systemic, sustainable change)
Natasha

Community engagement team
Mental health piece with
young people years ago
applied for funding. Boys to
men imitative could be a good
model have young men of
color, already doing work
around self esteem, 15-18 and
18-30, meet regular, thinking
about what the curriculum
looks like. Support in
curriculum around areas like
racism and stigma – how can
they not be in the pipeline.

At wayside – when a
community of people (like
housing community) knows
services are available this has
lasting impact. Organization
being very present in
communities – this has lasting
change.
People who started in program
as kids, are now marketing
program. – youth leadership

Boys men brunch – bring
topics – like fatherhood
Whenever you can get people
that are already convening
three’s the opportunity to
infuse the learning.
Pulling people together –w hat
do we call this thing depression conversation -?
Language is huge

Thoughts about ways to build
capacity, systemic change
Patty
Thoughts about ways to build
capacity
Get the biggest impact
Build regional collaborations
Id those dept. services that
exist in all the communities –
good way to regionalizing.
10mill websites – diversity
important, how do create that
common foundation of
language around reducing
stigma, how do you build
supports for recovery.
Common theme – intervention
– stress mgmt. and coping
(some therapeutic but less).
How do we have some points
that every community is the
same.
Suicide prevention – need to
talk about it, but how do you
talk about it is important.
Does every community
support this? How do we take
these kind of messages in a
way that no harm,
standardizing it, with
flexibility?
Put on websites – nami,

Thoughts about ways to
build capacity, systemic
change
Albert
How can programs best
utilize what tool kits are
already created, what’s
already there.
How can we help people
think about evaluation?
Help programs that we
fund – there’s a model
that looks at
sustainability, how can we
help people think about
this.
Everying can’t be
sustained.

Thoughts about ways to
build capacity, systemic
change
Natasha
Building capacity is hard.
Meeting people where
they are – not going in
and telling people what
they need, they know
what they need already –
creates a strong bond. I’m
the professional and I
know what you need is the
mistake.
Need to look hierarchy of
needs – need a place to
live first. Reaching basic
needs first.
Within organization – talk
about self care, but org.
aren’t good at helping
people reach self care –
people get burnt out.
There should be more of
this! Also Detrimental in
terms of building capacity
in communities.

Feel that webinars are a good
investment.
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with the youth. All the workshops
will be on self care strategies.

Best ways to replicate –
learning community,
trainings
Patty

Best ways to replicate –
learning community, trainings
Albert

Trainings that people do that
you can learn something about
this. People tell their stories –
any way that we can get people
to share their stories – have a
template, that we have and
support, template that captures
how this thing happened – key
learning objectives that are
coming from this. Here’s what
it looks like.
Trainings
Template/report
Video –
Give people options – can be
video, report, training….
Want them thinking like this.
How can we have you not just
think about your own program
but how others can learn from
your work

Best ways to replicate –
learning community, trainings
Natasha
Love that MH1st aid, did as an
individual mh1st aid,
Had to deliver 3 trainings
within first year of getting – to
the community. (capacity
building)
Churches applied for funding,
Wph got a grant so they they
could train their staff.

Final thoughts on use of funds
to address mental health and
substance misuse
Patty

Final thoughts on use of funds
to address mental health and
substance misuse
Albert

Final thoughts on use of funds
to address mental health and
substance misuse
Natasha

Broader work around health
and disparities – change a
culture around men see their
health and the systems.
Boys to men brunch – bring
together all sectors - mental
health sa. Men of color –
undiagnosed mh issues in men
of color – not engaging in the
system.
Disparities off the charts.

Love community trainings.
She did Suicide prevention at
mystic housing in Somerville,
parents and teenagers with
them – mixture of people in
training.
Family and community have
the conversation.
There’s a need for this. Show
that we know what they are
talking about, see struggles
even if people don’t want to
recognize this.
Being more within community.
Worked with Waltham and
Watertown for years and
years… Brookline and
Belmont harder to work with they don’t these problems here.
How to get into these
communities.

She’s Nationally certified.
Emotional cpr –
Mhfirst aid market saturated?
Belmont brookine Watertown
Waltham – youth mental health
first aid
3 years of funding
aware communities grants
samhsa
racism – ever present
has gone to a variety of
trainings – Abigail Ortiz –
defined racism and diversity
and people tend to lump them
together. And they shouldn’t
be.
People usually say “Let’s just
talk about multiculrualism and
diversity.”
This was really about racism –
well done and felt
uncomfortable

Any way they can support
programs that are already
doing this work – or look at
how we look at things
upstream. – round tables,
systems stuff.
Support collaborations and
partnerships - planning grants
and implementation grants –
for people to plan together and
then implement and
disseminate learnings!
Through providing a training,
video, template report…
Steering committee –
interested in being involved.
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Really liked it
A place for a training that is
realistic and authentic.
There is a place for people
from organizations do get
trainings – to bring back to
organizations.
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